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(57) Abstract

The present invention provides an image projecting apparatus (10). particularly a rear screen projecting apparatus, comprising a

projecting lensing means (20) for projecting an Image of an illuminated object, a screen (18), and reflecting means (30) for reflecting light

from the projecting lensing means onto the screen; wherein the reflecting means is positioned off-centre with respect to the screen and

asymmetric diverging lensing means (30) are provided for magnifying further the image reflected by the reflecting means onto the screen,

the lensing power of the diverging lensing means varying across the area thereof, such that for each point on the diverging means, the

combined focal length of the projecting lensing means and diverging lensing means is adjusted according to the length of the optical path

between the projecting lensing means and the screen via that point, thereby to reduce optical distortion of the image on the screen. In some
embodiments, said diverging lensing means may comprise a toroidal aspheric mirror or a complex aspheric mirror.
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itMAGS PRQJECTIMG APPARATUS

The present, invention relates to an Image projecting

apparatus, particularly the rear screen projector.

In its simplest form, a conventional rear screen

projector comprises a translucent screen and a projecting

lensing means for projecting an image of an illuminated

object onto the screen. Typically the screen will

comprise a composite construction consisting of a Fresnel

lens and a lenticular lens screen. The projecting

lensing means is positioned to one side of the screen,

whilst the image is viewed from the opposite side. In

order to avoid distortion of the image, the projecting

lensing means is positioned and oriented such that the

optical axis of the beam emitted by the projecting

lensing means is disposed along a line which passes

perpendicularly through the screen. The projecting

lensing means may comprise a cathode ray tube (CRT), flat

panel LCD or a conventional photographic transparency

projector. Usually, the projecting lensing means will

incorporate a source for illumination, and means for

changing the object to be displayed. The principal

disadvantage of this kind of rear screen projector is

that the projecting lensing means has to be positioned
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at a substantial distance from the screen in order to

obtain satisfactory magnification of the image. This

makes such rear screen projectors very large and

cumbersome if a screen of reasonable dimensions is

required

.

Attempts have been made previously to reduce the overall
dimensions of rear screen projectors without sacrificing

screen size. US-A-5274406
, for example, discloses a

rear screen projector in which the light emitted by the
projecting lensing means is reflected onto the screen by
a mirror. The use of the mirror enables the apparatus
to be accommodated within a reduced volume without

diminishing the optical path length between the lensing

projecting means and the screen. The angle subtended
by the mirror and screen is less than 4 5% and the mirror
is therefore shaped, so as to reauce trapezoidal

distortion of the image. The mirror of the apparatus

disclosed by US-A-5274406 is positioned centrally with
respect to the screen, and does not serve to magnify the

image

.

According to Japanese laid-open patent application

no. 62-31838, the separation of the mirror and screen in

an arrangement similar to that disclosed by US-A-5274406

may be reduced by adopting a convex mirror for magnifying
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the image reflected by the mirror. According to JP62-

31838 however, the mirror must subtend an angle of 45**

with the screen.

5 It is an object of the present invention to provide an

improved image projecting apparatus. In particular, it

is an object of the . invention to provide a image

projecting apparatus which can be made more compact as

compared with the apparatus known from the prior art,

10 without sacrificing screen size or image quality.

It is a further object of the invention to provide an

image projecting apparatus, particularly a rear screen

projector, which can be accommodated within a housing in

15 which the screen occupies subst:antially the whole of one

face of the housing, and the apparatus can be

accommodated within an area which is coterminous with the

screen.

20 Another object of the invention is to provide a novel

lensing mirror which can be used in the manufacture of

a compact image project:ing apparatus.

In one aspect of the present invention therefore there

25 is provided an image projecting apparatus, particularly

a rear screen projecting apparatus, comprising a
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projecting lensing means for projecting an image of an

illuminated object, a screen, and reflecting means for

reflecting light from the projecting lensing means onto
the screen, wherein the reflecting means is positioned

off-centre with respect to the screen, and asymmetric
diverging lensing means are provided for magnifying
further the image reflected by the reflecting means onto
the screen, the lensing power of the diverging lensing
means varying across the area thereof, such that for each
point on the diverging lensing means, the combined focal
length of the projecting lensing means and diverging
lensing means is adjusted according to the length of the

optical path between the projecting lensing means and the
screen via that point, thereby to reduce optical
distortion of the image on the screen.

Said diverging lensing means will be positioned at or

towards a position at which the image projected by the
projecting lensing means is focused, so that the light

incident on each point of the diverging lensing means
will correspond to a discrete part of the image. m
this way, the lensing power of the diverging lensing
means at each point can be pre-selected independently of

the rest of diverging lensing means to adjust the

magnification of the corresponding part of the image, so

that the image is projected substantially uniformly onto
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the screen.

Preferably^ the overall magnifying power of the diverging

lensing means will be such that the divergence of the

5 beam projected by the projecting lensing means is

increased between two and twelve- fold by the diverging

lensing means. Typically, the intrinsic field of view

of the beam emerging from the projecting lensing means

may be in the range 10° to 30°, and the intrinsic field

10 of view of the beam treated by the diverging lensing

means may be in the range 60° to 100°. The width of the

diverging lensing means may therefore be about 10 to 40%

of the width of the screen, typically about 25% or less.

Moreover, the projecting lensing means can be designed

15 to have zero or nearly zero vignetting, thus minimising

the variation of illumination across the screen.

Said diverging lensing means and screen may be positioned

with respect to one another such that the image on the

20 screen is magnified between two and twenty times,

typically ten times, as compared with the size of the

image which i.s incident on the diverging lensing means.

Said screen will usually be a planar Fresnel

25 lens /lenticular lens screen composite and will be

oriented obliquely with respect to the reflecting means.

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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Said screen may be oriented such that a line on the
screen, which line is disposed parallel to the projection
of the optical axis between the projecting lensing means
and the reflecting means onto the screen, subtends an

5 angle of between 0" and 45» to the said optical axis.

Said projecting lensing means may be disposed juxtaposed
one end of the screen, and the reflecting means may be
disposed juxtaposed an opposing end of the screen. The
optical path between the projecting lensing means, the

reflecting means and the one end of the screen may be
greater than the optical path to the opposing end of the

screen. The ratio of these two optical paths will

usually be in the range 1.0 to 2.0, preferably 1 . 1 to

15

20

25

1.6 .

In a different aspect of the present invention, the image
projecting apparatus may further comprise a housing, and

the screen may occupy substantially the whole of one face

of the housing. Said projecting lensing means,

reflecting means and diverging lensing means may be

accommodated within the housing within an area which is

coterminous with the screen.

In another aspect of the present invention, the

means may comprise a substantially planar
mirror, and the diverging lensing means nay comprise an
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asynunetrical diverging lens positioned adjacent to the

planar mirror, typically a concave divers ing lens.

In yet another aspect of the present invention however

the reflecting means and diverging lensing means may be

constituted by an asymmetrical diverging lensing mirror.

Said lensing mirror may be symmetrical about a plane

which is disposed normally to the screen, which plane

contains the optical axis between the projecting lensing

means and the mirror. The profile of the reflecting

surface of the mirror in section on this plane will be

generally convex, with the radius of curvature varying

across the surface of the mirror, from one end where

light is reflected towards the one end of the screen

where the radius of curvature will be lower than at the

other end where light is reflected onto the said opposing

end of the screen. The reflecting surface of said

lensing mirror may have a complex aspheric shape, which

may be defined by the following complex polynomial:-

1Vi- U+/C) c^r^

wherein:- a2,a3r a^,a5, • • . are the aspheric

coefficients

,

K - Conic Constent
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c = bone curvature of the surface

( 1/bone radius )

,

2 is the opticai axis,

X is an axis normal to the optical axis

and parallel to the screen, and

y is an axis normal to the x and z axes.

Alternatively, said asymmetrical diverging lensing mirror

may comprise a toroidal aspheric mirror, the reflecting

surface of which may be defined by the following

formula:

-

2= ^ a 3f^4.a yfe4a yB^-a ylO^K »B^Ej
l*y/l-{l*k^) (c^)^-U+A:y) (cyy)2 • «^ « ^s-*^

wherein:- x,y and z are as defined above,

^4'^6'^8'^iO'^4'^6'*^8 aspheric

coefficients, and c^, c^ = bone curvatures of the surface

along the x and y axes

.

It will be appreciated that the convex surface of the

lensing mirror may have the effect of defocussing the

light reflected towards the screen.
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Accordingly, in yet another aspect of the present

invention, said diverging lensing means may comprise

refocusing means for refocusing the light treated by the

diverging lensing means. Said refocusing means may

5 comprise a transparent refractive coating formed on the

surface of the diverging lensing mirror or diverging

lens, which transparent coating has a refractive index

and surface profile which is controlled for refocusing

the light treated by the diverging lensing means. The

10 thickness of the coating may be substantially constant

across the surface of the diverging lensing means.

Alternatively the thickness of the coating may be varied,

so as to control the refocusing power of the coating.

In particular, the degree of defocussing occasioned by

15 the diverging lensing mirror or diverging lens will vary

according to the radius of curvature thereof, and the

surface profile of the coating at each point on the

diverging lensing means may therefore be pre-selected so

that the refocussing power of the coating at that point

20 compensates for the degree of defocussing of the

corresponding part of the image.

Said coating may, in some embodiments, be formed as a

plurality of contiguous lenticular lenslets provided on

25 the surface of the diverging lensing means. The lensing

power of each lenslet may be pre-selected according to

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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20

10

the position of the lenslet on the surface of the

diverging lens or mirror. said ienslets may be of

uniform size, such that the density of levels per unit

area is substantially constant across the surface of the

lensing means. Alternatively the size and density of the

Ienslets may vary, with smaller Ienslets being used in

greater concentration at those parts of the lensing

mirror or lens where the shape of the latter is most

complex

.

It may be the case that when Ienslets of this kind are

used on the surface of a diverging lensing mirror in

accordance with the present invention, some light will

be incident on one lenslet and will be reflected by the

15 mirror through a neighbouring lenslet. This will lead

to some scattering of the light which passes through the

marginal portions of the Ienslets. To reduce this

problem, the thickness of each lenslet at its extremities

may be minimized or reduced to zero. Alternatively,

excess coating material could be removed from the margins

of each lenslet after application of the coating to the

mirror by laser etching. Masking means may be provided

juxtaposed the boundary of each lenslet for reducing or

preventing the transmission of light which passes through

25 more than one lenslet. Said masking means may comprise

a non-reflecting mask applied to the mirror surface, or
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an optically-absorbing mask applied to the coating

surface, juxtaposed the boundary of each lensiet.

Following is a description by way of example only with

reference to the accompanying drawings of methods of

carrying the present invention into effect.

In the drawings :-

Figure 1 shows a sectional view through a rear screen

projector including a diverging lensing mirror in

accordance with the present invention.

Figure 2 shows a detail of a plane mirror plus diverging

lens which may be incorporated in the projector of Figure

1 in place of the mirror.

Figure 3 is an optical diagram of a different rear screen

projector Incorporating a diverging lensing mirror

according to the present Invention.

Figure 4 Is a schematic. Isometric view of the reflective

surface of a diverging lensing mirror according to the

Invention.

Figure 5 is another optical diagram of the rear screen

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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projector of Figure 3 which shows how the diverging

lensing mirror causes some defocussing of the light

incident thereon.

5 Figure 6 is an optical diagram of another rear screen

projector according to the invention, which projector

incorporates a mirror having an optical coating thereon.

Figure 7 is an enlarged detail of the mirror and coating

10 of Figure 6.

Figures 8A to 8E show various alternative mirror coatings

for incorporation in the projector of Figure 6.

15 Figures 9A and 9B show further alternative, lenticular

mirror coatings for the projector of Figure 6, which

coatings comprise a plurality of contiguous lenslets.

Figure 10 shows a sectional view through a mirror having

20 a lenticular thereon coating of the kind shown in Figure

9A or 9B.

Figure 11 is a sectional view through another mirror

having a different lenticular coating formed thereon.

25

Figure 12 shows an optical diagram of the lenticular
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mirror coatings of Figures 9A, 9B and 10, which shows how

light may be scattered at the boundaries between

contiguous lenslets.

5 Figure 13 shows a sectional view through another

lenticular mirror coating which has been treated by laser

etching to reduce boundary scattering.

Figure 14A shows a sectional view through yet another

10 mirror having a lenticular coating thereon and a non-

reflective mask juxtaposed the boundary between two

neighbouring lenslets

.

Figure 14B shows a sectional view through yet another

15 mirror having a lenticular coating thereon and an

optically-absorbing mask applied to the surface of the

coating along the boundary between two contiguous

lenslets

.

20 Figure 15 is a sectional view of a projection lens

combination suitable for use in a rear screen projector

of the invention.

A rear screen projector (10) according to the invention

25 comprises a generally rectilinear housing (12) of

rectangular cross-section. Said housing (12) comprises
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15

20

14

two opposing short walls (14) and two opposing long walls

(16). One of said long walls is cut-out to accommodate
a rectangular, translucent screen (18) which occupies
substantially the whole area of the one long wall (16).

Said screen (18) consists of laminate comprising a

Fresnel lens (19A) and a lenticular lens screen (19B).

Such composite screens are well known in the art.

Said housing (12) accommodates a projection device (20)

which is disposed juxtaposed the other long wall (16)

remote from said screen (18) and towards one of the short

walls ( 14 )

.

Said projection device may comprise a CRT, flat panel

LCD, DMD, or plasma or FED display device.

Alternatively, said projection device (20) may comprise
a conventional slide/ film projector. Whichever form of

projection device is employed, it will comprise a

combination of projection lenses (22) such, for example,

as the lens combination shown in Figure 11 for magnifying
and focusing an image of an object. Said projection
lenses (22) have a focal plane (24) which is disposed

adjacent to the opposing short wall (14) of the housing

(10) as shown in Figure 1. said projection device (20)

25 generates a divergent beam (26) which extends from the

projection lenses (22) towards the focal plane (24) and
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has an intrinsic field of view, in the range 10° to

25°, typically 15° to 20°.

Juxtaposed said focal plane (24), the housing (10)

accommodates a diverging lensing mirror (30). Said beam
1

(26) is incident on a generally convex surface (32) of

the mirror (30), and is thereby reflected towards the

screen ( 18 )

.

) Said mirror (30) is symmetrical about a plane which is

normal to the screen (18), which plane contains the

optical axis (28) of the beam (26). In this plane the

mirror (30) has a width less than about 25% of the width

of the screen (18). The mirror (30) serves to magnify

5 substantially the image projected by the projecting

device (20) such that the beam reflected by the mirror

(30) has an intrinsic field of view, p, in the range 60°

to 100°r typically about 80° to 85°. It will be

appreciated that the optical path taken by light from the

0 projecting device (20) to the mirror and thence to a

first end (34) of the screen (18), which first end (34)

is juxtaposed the projecting device (20), will be

substantially longer than the optical path taken by light

from the projecting device (20) to the opposing second

5 end (36) of the screen (18). The convex surface (32)

of the mirror (30) is profiled such that the lensing
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10

power of the mirror (30) at each point at its surface

(32) is determined according to the optical path length
between the projecting device (20) and screen (18) via

that point. The radius of curvature of each point on the

surface (32) of the mirror is thus pre-selected, so that
the image is magnified substantialiy uniformally onto the
screen (18). The radius of curvature of the surface

(32) is thus greater at the end of the mirror juxtaposed
the projecting device (20) as compared with the radius

of curvature at the opposing end of the mirror (30) where
the light incident thereon has the shortest optical path.

In an alternative embodiment as shown in Figure 2, the
diverging lensing mirror (30) may be replaced by a planar

15 mirror (129) positioned with juxtaposition with the focal

plane (24), which mirror (129) serves merely to reflect
the light emerging from the projecting device (20)

towards the screen (18), and a generally concave,

asymmetric diverging lens (130) which serves to magnify
the image reflected by said mirror (129). The lensing
power of the diverging lens (130) varies across the
surface (132) thereof in the same way as the diverging

lensing mirror (30) in the previous embodiment, so as to

ensure substantially uniform magnification of the

25 projected image on the screen (18), thereby to reduce or

substantially eliminate optical distortion of the image.

20
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In the two embodiments described above, the screen (18)

is oriented such obliquely with respect to the mirror

(30; 129) that a line on the screen (18), which line is

parallel to a projection of the optical axis (28) onto

the screen, is substantially parallel to the said optical

axis ( 28 )

.

In a different embodiment as shown in Figure 3, this line

subtends an angle of about 30° to the optical axis (28),

It will be appreciated by a person skilled in the art

however that this angle may in fact vary between 0*^ and

as much as, say, 60° without departing from the

principles of this invention. Naturally, as the

orientation of the screen (18) is varied with respect to

the mirror (30) or mirror plus lens combination

(129,130), the surface profile of the mirror (30) or lens

(130) will vary to compensate for the concomitant changes

in the optical path lengths between the projecting device

(20) and screen (18).

An example of a suitable asymmetric diverging lensing

mirror (30) for use in the embodiments of Figure 1 or

Figure 3 is illustrated in Figure 4 . This diverging

lensing mirror (30) has a toroidal aspherical mirrored

surface (32) which may be defined by the following

formula:-
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wherein:-
3/»'^6'^8'^io^N'^6'^8 ^^^i bj^ are aspheric

coefficients

.

2 is the optical axis,

X is the axis normal to the optical axis

and parallel to the screen,

y is the axis normal to the x and z axes,

c^ and Cy are the bone curvature of the

surface along the x and y axes respectively.

In the present example, said toroidal aspheric mirror

(30) has the following coordinates :

-
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X -
' 0 A • 1 23. 10 V —A • 1

Afl AK.
40> 40 X - 1 57.97

Y z Y z Y z Y 1

ISA 1A OA AQ90. 09 lOU. 1

/

Q7 in9f • lU I40. wO 97.41 145.76

87.40 14/. DO 0/. ^/ 1A7 ATI A7 Aft0/* 00 I40. vO 87.98 142.83

77. So iASi i O140. 1^ 7fl /VIto. UU i 44 QQ 7R Ofi/0. 2U 1A9 AA
14^ OO 78.48 139.62

66.45 I4ic. 00 DO. 4f Afl AA00.00 4 OQ OQ139. 99 68.93 136.69

56.66 139.93
CO BQ
08. 6o 4 oa C4139.01

AA AA
69.06 40A AQ130- 99 59.31 133.44

49.21 137.22 49. 24
4 Ofl aA
136.69 49.40 4 OO AO133.03 48.63 13a 02

39.60 134.00 39. 04 1 OO il71«M. 4/ OO AO39. 00 ion AA130. 40 39.87 126.39

29. 73 131.00 OO 77 1 0/1 1

0

OO AO 10A AA120. 00 30.04 122.53

19.90 120. 04 1*1. 5W on no2U. 02 109 OA90 20.12 118.40

9.99 1 24. 3^1
if\ nolU. Uii

1 OO OD122.30 in nA10.00 1 1R 71
1 1 0. / 0 10.11 113.97

0.00 120.00 0.00 4 4 7 Q7n 7. o7 n nA0.00 4 4 4 in
1 1 4. 1

0

0.00 109.26

-10. 10 114.87 - 10. 13
4 «o on112.90 4/1 47- 10. 1/ 109. 12 -10.23 104.29

-20.35 106.00 on-AJ. JO 1U/. 04 on ^7-20.4/ 1 AO AA1UJ. 00
on CO-20. OO OQ iA99. 10

-30.79 101.24 -30.77 101.98 -30.89 98.51 -31.05 94.02

-41.47 92.42 -41.28 96.53 -41.43 93.30 -41.63 89.06

-52.44 82.24 -51.89 91.58 -52.07 88.55 -52.30 84.50

-63.73 70.84 -62.56 87.60 -62.76 84.67 -63.04 60.63

-76.38 58.35 -73.60 79.98 -73.87 76.70 -74.24 7ZZ7

-67-41 44.94 -64.94 71.24 '65.28 67.63 -86.74 62.73

•99.64 30.73 -96.52 62.16 -96.93 58.26 -97.49 52.94

-112.69 15.82 -106.34 52.78 -108.83 47.60 -109.50 42.90

25

Alternat.ively, a complex aspheric mirror may be used which

may be defined by t.he following polynomial
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wherein:- X, y and 2 are as defined above,

^2'^3'^4'^5' • • • the aspheric coefficients

k = conic cons tent,

c = bone curvature of the surface (1/bone

radius )

.

Naturally, for any specified embodiment, the actual
surface configuration of the toroidal or aspheric mirror
may be mapped using computer modelling, and the applicants
have found that the polynomial for the complex aspheric
mirror supports more aspheric coefficients to allow
greater control over the shaping of the mirror.

With reference to Figure 5, it will be appreciated that
the convex surface (32) of the diverging lensing mirror
(30) or diverging lens (130) will have a defocussing
effect on the light reflected by the mirror (30; 129) onto
the screen (18). The magnitude of this defocussing
effect will depend on the radius of curvature of the
mirror surface (32), and will thus vary across said
surface ( 32)

.
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Preferably therefore the surface (32) of the mirror (30)

or diverging lens (130) will be coated with a transparent

refracting material as shown in Figure 6 . Light incident

on the mirror (30) or lens (130) will thus be refracted by

the coating (40). The degree of refraction will depend

on the surface profile and refractive index of the coating

for each point on the surface of the mirror (30) or lens

(130). The profile of the coating may thus be pre-

selected to cause refocusing of the light reflected by the

mirror (30), or transmitted by the lens (130)^ onto the

screen (18). An enlarged view of this is shown in Figure

7 .

The thickness of the coating (40) may be substantially

15 uniform across the surface (32) of the mirror (30) or lens

(130), and this will produce a mild refocusing effect in

use. Alternatively, the thickness of the coating may be

non-unlfonn such that the surface profile of the coating

is shaped independently of the surface configuration

20 (32; 132) of the mirror (30) or lens (130), Preferably the

surface profile of the coating (40) may be calculated such

that the refocussing power of the coating at each point on

the surface of the mirror (30) or lens (130) substantially

compensates for the defocussing of the corresponding part

25 of the image, which defocussing is caused by the

juxtaposed part of the mirror (30) or lens (130). Various
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alternatives are shown in Figures 8A to 8E. m Figure
8A, no coating is used, and this Figure shows the
magnifying effect of the mirror surface (32). m Figure
8B, the coating (40) has a surface (42) of greater radius
of curvature than the surface (32) of the mirror (30). m
Figure 8C, the thickness of the coating (40) is uniform
across the surface of the mirror (30), and in Figure 8D
the surface (42) of the coating (40) has a smaller radius
of curvature than the surface (32) of the mirror (30). In
Figure 8E, the thickness of the coating (40) is irregular.

AS a further alternative, the coating (40) on the surface

(32; 132) of the mirror (30) or lens (130) may be formed
into a plurality of contiguous lenticular lenslets (44) as
shown in Figures 9A or 9B and Figure 10. The lenslets

(44) may be square, rectangular or hexagonal, or any other
tessalating shape. The surface profile of each lenslet

(44) may be pre-selected independently of the other
lenslets (44), so as to provide a refocusing power which
corresponds to the strength of defocusing caused by the
surface (30;132) of the mirror (30) or lens (132) adjacent
the lenslet (44)

.

As shown in Figures 9A and 9B, the lenslets (44) may be of
uniform shape and configuration. Alternatively, as shown
in Figure 11, the size (and the density per unit area) of
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the lensiets may vary across the surface of the lens (130)

or mirror (30). In particular, it will be appreciated

that where the curvature, and thus defocusing power, of

the mirror (30) or lens (130) changes most greatly within

5 unit area, there smaller lenslets (44) of varying

refocusng power will be required so as to ensure that the

refocusing power of each lenslet is properly matched to

the defocusing action of the juxtaposed part of the mirror

(30) or lens (130). Thus, in Figure 11, it will be seen

10 that the smallest lenslets (44) are provided juxtaposed

the end of the mirror (30) remote from the projection

lenses (22), where the surface configuration of the mirror

(30) is most convoluted. Here the defocusing power of the

mirror (30) varies most with distance along the surface

15 (32) of the mirror, and thus the refocusing power of the

lenslets (44) is also required to be varied as greatly

over the same area. Naturally, where the surface (32) of

the mirror (30) is flatter, in this case towards the

projection lenses (22), there the defocusing power of the

20 mirror changes less dramatically across the surface (32),

and thus the corrective refocusing power required also

varies less with area, and so larger lenslets (44) can be

employed

•

25 In yet another alternative, the lenslets (44) may be

manufactured independently from each other from any
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suitable transparent, refracting material such, for
example, as a synthetic plastics material, and then
applied to the mirror (30) or lens (130) after
manuf act-ure

.

AS shown in Figure 12, a problem with the use of a
lenticular coating (40) of the kind shown in Figures 9A,
9B and 10 is that light incident on one lenslet (44)
juxtaposed the boundary (46) with another neighbouring
lenslet (44) may be reflected by the mirror surface (32)
through said neighbouring lenslet. This will cause an
amount of scattering of the light reflected by the mirror.
In Figure 12 the path which should be taken by the
incident ray to achieve refocussing is marked "B", but the
actual path taken, as a result of scattering, is marked
"A" .

in order to reduce the magnitude of the scattering, the
thickness of the coating (40) at the boundaries (46)
between contiguous lenslet (44) may be reduced to zero as
shown in Figure 13. This may be achieved by laser etching
after forming the coating (40) on the mirror (30).

Alternatively, the scattered light may be removed by
applying a narrow non-reflecting mask (48) to the mirror
surface (32) juxtaposed each boundary (40) between
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neighbouring lenslets (44) as shown in Figure 14A, or by

applying an optically-absorbing strip (49) to the surface

(42) of the coating (40) along the boundary between each

lenslet (44) and its contiguous lenslets as shown in

5 Figure 14B«

It should be noted that the embodiments of the invention

hereinbefore described may be operated with an object

which is oriented normally with respect to the optical

10 axis (28). Alternatively, the object may be inclined

with respect to the optical axis (28), in which case the

lenses (22) of the projection device (20) may be arranged

to provide Scheimpflug Correction as shown in Figure 15,

with a correspondingly inclined focal plane (24). In

15 this case, the shape of the lensing mirror (30) or

diverging lens (130) will be adjusted accordingly.

It has been found that the adoption of Scheimpflug

Correction in this way may assist in correcting the

20 distortion of the image.

The inven'tion as hereinbefore described may provide an

ultra-compact image projecting apparatus such as a rear

screen projector, in which all the components of the

25 projector can be accommodated within an area which is

coterminous with the area of the screen. The optical path
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length between the projection device (20) and the screen

(18) is shortened by using a diverging mirror (30) or

diverging lens (130) which is capable of magnifying
greatly the image projected by the projection device onto
the screen. The diverging mirror, or a separate diverging
lens, is shaped asymmetrically to compensate for the
optical distortion of the image caused by positioning the

screen off-centre and inclined obliquely with respect to
the mirror. The invention also provides novel forms of
asymmetric diverging lensing mirror which arJ suitable for
use in the projecting apparatus.
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1. An image projecting apparatus (10), particularly a

5 rear screen projecting apparatus, comprising a projecting

lensing means (20) for projecting an image of an

illuminated object, a screen (18) and reflecting means

(30; 129) for reflecting light from the projecting lensing

means onto the screen, wherein the reflecting means is

10 positioned off-centre with respect to the screen and

asymmetric diverging lensing means (30; 130) are provided

for magnifying further the image reflected by the

reflecting means onto the screen, the lensing power of

the diverging lensing means varying across the area

15 thereof, such that for each point on the diverging

lensing means, the combined focal length of the

projecting lensing means and diverging lensing means is

adjusted according to the length of the optical path

between the projecting lensing means and the screen via

20 that point, thereby to reduce optical distortion of the

image on the screen

.

2. Image projecting apparatus as claimed in claim 1

wherein said diverging lensing means is positioned at or

2 5 towards a position at which the image projected by the

projecting lensing means is focused, so that the light
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incident on each point of the diverging lensing means
corresponds to a discrete part of the image.

3. Image projecting means as claimed in claim 1 or claim
2 wherein the lensing power of the diverging lensing
means at each point is pre-selected independently of the
rest of the diverging lensing means so as to adjust the
magnification of the corresponding part of the image, so
that the image is projected substantially uniformally
onto the screen.

4. Image projecting means as claimed in claim 1, claim

2 or claim 3 wherein the overall magnifying power of the
diverging lensing means is such that the divergence of
the beam projected by the projecting lensing means is

increased by between X2 and X12 by the diverging lensing
means

.

5. Image projecting apparatus as claimed in any
preceding claim wherein the intrinsic field of view of
the beam emerging from the projecting lensing means is

in the range 10 to 30», and the intrinsic field of view
of beam treated by the diverging lensing means is in the
range 60 to 100".

6. Image projecting apparatus as claimed in any
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preceding clairo wherein said diverging lensing means and

screen are positioned with respect to one another such

that the image on the screen is magnified between 2 and

20 times, typicaily 10 times, as compared with the size

5 of the image which is incident on the diverging lensing

means

.

7. Image projecting apparatus as claimed in any

preceding claim wherein said screen is oriented such that

10 a line on the screen, which line is disposed parallel to

the projection of the optical axis between the projecting

lensing means and the reflecting means onto the screen,

subtends an angle of between 0 and 45° to the said

optical axis

.

15

8. Image projecting apparatus as claimed in any

preceding claim wherein said projecting lensing means

(20) is disposed juxtaposed one end (34) of the screen

(18), and the reflecting means (30; 129) is disposed

20 juxtaposed an opposing end (36) of the screen, the

optical path between the projecting lensing means, the

refliecting means and the one end (34) of the screen being

greater than the optical path to the opposing end (36)

of the screen.

25

9. Image projecting apparatus as claimed in any
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preceding claim further comprising a housing (12), said
screen occupying substantially the whole of one face (16)
of the housing.

10. Image projecting apparatus as claimed in claim 9

wherein said projecting lensing means, reflecting means
and diverging lensing means are accommodated within the
housing (12), within an area which is coterminous with
the screen.

11. Image projecting apparatus as claimed in any
preceding claim wherein said reflecting means comprises
a substantially planar mirror (129), and the diverging
lensing means comprises an asymmetrical diverging lens
(130) positioned adjacent to the mirror.

12. Image projecting apparatus as claimed in any of
claims 1 to 10 wherein the reflecting means and diverging
lensing means are constituted by an asymmetrical
diverging lensing mirror (30).

13. Image projecting apparatus as claimed in claim 12

wherein said lensing mirror has an asymmetrical convex
shape

.

14. Image projecting apparatus as claimed in claim 12
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or claim 13, wherein said asymmetrical diverging lensing

mirror comprises a complex aspheric mirror which has a

reflecting surface defined by the formuia:-

5

wherein:- a^ , aj , a^ , , . . . are the aspheric

coefficients

,

k = conic constent

r^ = x^ 4-

10 z is the optical axis,

X is an axis normal to the optical axis

and parallel to the screen,

y is an axis normal to the x and z axes,

and

15 c is the bone curvature of the surface

( 1/base radius )

.

15. Image projecting apparatus as claimed in claim 12

or claim 13, wherein said asymmetrical diverging lensing

20 mirror (30) comprises a toroidal aspheric mirror which

has a reflecting surface defined by the formula:-
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wherein:- x,y and z are as defined above, and

^'i'^6'^a'^i0'^'t»6'^8 ^10 ai^e aspheric
coefficients, and

and Cy are the bone curvatures of the
surface in the x and y axes respectively.

...
projecting apparatus as claimed in any

preceding claim wherein said diverging lensing means
comprises refocusing means for refocusing the light
treated by the diverging lensing means.

17. Image projecting apparatus as claimed in claim 16

wherein said refocusing means comprises a transparent
refractive coating (40) formed on the surface of the
diverging lensing mirror or diverging lens, which
transparent coating has a refractive index and surface
profile which is controlled for refocusing the light
treated by the diverging lensing means (30).

18. Image projecting apparatus as claimed in claim 17

wherein said coating (40) is formed as a plurality of
contiguous lenticular lenslets (49) on the surface of the
diverging lensing means.
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19. Image projecting apparatus as claimed in claim 18

wherein the thickness of each lenslet (49) at its

extremities (46) is minimized or reduced to zero.

5

20. Image projecting apparatus as claimed in claim 18

or claim 19 wherein masking means (48;49) are provided

juxtaposed the boundary of each lenslet for reducing or

preventing the transmission of light which passes through

10 more than one lenslet.

21- Image projecting apparatus as claimed in claim 20

wherein said masking means comprises a non-reflecting

mask (48) applied to the mirror surface^ or an optically

15 absorbing mask (49) applied to the coating surface,

juxtaposed the boundary of each lenslet.

I
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